
Ward Karhiio – Candidate Tom Shaw 

 

As a candidate, what is your opinion concerning psychological safety in the workplace? 

When elected, would you commit to meeting and working with The Greater Edmonton 

Alliance to discuss Workplace Mental Health before the City Administration Report is 

presented and reviewed? 

  

I am very fortunate to work in an environment that promotes mental health awareness, training, 

compassion, and strong policy.  The benefits of programs and initiatives of this nature are vital to the 

success of our members.  My mandate is in support of you, in advocacy, and in providing meaningful 

engagement.  I would not be able to do any of that without engaging important stakeholders like 

yourselves, so yes I would commit to listening. 

  

Would you support the City of Edmonton adopting the Canadian National Standard for 

Psychological Safety in the Workplace as official policy? State reason for your answer.  

  

Working in a similar environment, I would most certainly promote seen and unseen safety challenges in 

our workplaces.  I do not know the intimate details of the National Standard, but I will promote efforts 

to ensure our environment is safe for all of our members.  I have been exposed to troubling 

environments that do not appreciate this type of standard, but being a part of Alberta Health Services I 

appreciate and would advocate for the policy requirements to ensure work/life balances are maintained 

and that training and help are provided within this area. 

  

When elected, will you commit to meeting and working with GEA’s Living Wage/Quality 

Jobs Research/Action team as we reach out to our communities with our educational 

program? 

  

Most certainly.  I pride myself on my engagement, collaboration, and abilities to build trusted 

relationships for our communities. 

  

What actions would you take to increase equity in our community and participation of the 

business community to make Edmonton a truly living wage city? 



  

I continually and successfully create equitable situations as I lead my community league, I’m an 

advocate, and have success in bringing appropriate stakeholders together for meaningful discussion and 

to create solutions. 

  

Once GEA has completed our internal reflections on Truth and Reconciliation and are 

working with our Local Indigenous Leadership, when elected, will you commit to meeting 

with our Truth and Reconciliation Research/Action team to discuss the calls to action and 

how we may partner to bring these actions to our communities? 

  

As with previous answers, I pride myself on my engagement, collaboration, and abilities to build trusted 

relationships for our communities.  I have promoted Indigenous culture, have implemented initiatives 

for education and acknowledgement, and participated in discussions with Elders to learn and 

collaborate. 

  

As a candidate, what role do you see the City of Edmonton taking to lessen the impact of 

this transition period for workers and their families? 

  

I believe the City can help by monitoring the changes, begin to anticipate the changes, collaborate with 

industry leads and our educational institutions, and create transition periods early on to ensure training 

is provided and seamless transitions to new industry’s can take place.  This is also an endeavor that 

requires bringing each level of government together in efforts, something I have had proven success in 

performing. 

  

Once elected will you commit to meeting and working with the Greater Edmonton 

Alliance to explore the possibilities to keep quality jobs in the hands of Edmonton 

workers. 

  

I pride myself in collaboration and listening to various stakeholders in an effort to advocate for what 

works. 

  

As a candidate, what role do you see the City of Edmonton taking to support building 



community mental health initiatives? 

  

I’ve spent the last 15 years in an environment that promotes social programming in aid of the less 

fortunate, in aid of people struggling with addictions and mental health challenges, and in 

understanding the clientele who are directly dealing with these challenges.  I can bring existing 

successful programs to the forefront of our concentration, I can provide empathy for understanding of 

the struggles, and I can bring forward viable and realistic solutions to aid in our efforts. 

  

Please take a look at my website to learn about me, my platform, and how I intend to support you. 

  

Thank you. 

 


